AP Guitars custom shop
[APG] pickups

S T R ATO BU C K E R ™

Replacement pickups for Stratocaster

Vintage sounding Neck pickups

Vintage

Blues

SB-90

Vintage power, more harmonics, very selective.

Texas Power, more harmonics,
very selective.

P-90 like, more harmonics,
very selective.

SBV-N

SBB-N

SB-90

Dual Tone sounding Neck pickups

We are glad to present you – STRATOBUCKER™.
Structurally, it is a Single Coil sized Humbucker with one
exceptional character – the TONE!
STRATOBUCKER™ sounds like a real single coil, but
without 60-hz hum, sustain killing magnet pull and string drop
outs.
Thanks to our unique “APG sound modeling technology” we can to implementin STRATOBUCKER™ almost all sounds that You need, from Vintage Strat®,
through P90® to PAF® or Your own vision [custom
shop], if You have one!
Moreover, STRATOBUCKER™ technology allows to
create dual sound pickups – 2 in 1 ( humbucker / single)
without losing sound quality and absolutely without noise,
because in both modes use both pickup coils. This makes
the technology of STRATOBUCKER™ the most versatile and revolutionary , which has no analogues in the world !
STRATOBUCKER™ allows you to receive any combination of
sound in the guitar without changing the appearance of the pickup :

S–S–(S/H) Series Vintage, (S/H)–S–(S/H)
Tone or H-S-H Series HB.

series Dual

S – sound Single Coil, H – humbucker sound

Each of these series includes several varieties contiguous
with sound:

Full Rails Dual Tone Neck

Dual Tone Plus Neck

Red Neck Neck

Vintage – 57/62 , Texas Special; Dual Tone – 57/62 or
PAF; HB – PAF, Modern Humbucker, Joe Barden.

Powerful, balanced and selective /Strat with more middle.

Powerful, selective and beautiful /Strat with more presence.

Strat sounding with more
middle and Punch for Danny
Gatton fans.

BRIDGE & NECK PU with ”DUAL TONE SYSTEM”

FRDT-N

DT+

SBRN-N

Bridge Dual Tone sounding pickups

STRATOBUCKER™ Bridge & Neck DT is made using
unique sound modeling technology ”APG Dual Tone modeling technology”. This allows for a double sounding without lost of quality in both mode. The pickup
has the Vintage Single [parallel mode] and Power Humbucker [serial mode]. In both modes – ZERO noise! The
pickup is equipped with 4-conductor shielded cable which
sued to obtain all possible modes of operation.

Bridge Dual Tone Vintage

Bridge Dual Tone Plus

FULL RAILS DT Bridge

AP G UITA RS CUSTO M S HOP

Warm and Power / Strat
Vintage.

Powerful and selective with
more middle response /Twang
master with more punch.

Very Powerful, balanced and
selective /Strat bridge sound
with more middle.

BRDT-V

BRDT+

BRDT-FR
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AP Guitars custom shop
[APG] pickups

T E L E BU C K E R ™

Replacement pickups for Telecaster

Vintage sounding Neck pickups

Full Rails Dual Tone Neck

Dual Tone Plus Neck

Red Neck Neck

TELEBUCKER™ is our next project based on sound
modeling technology of traditional single coil. When we
were starting to work on Telebucker we dreamed of creating Telecaster sound at least as good as “Texas Special“.
Now you can certainly say that we have achieved much
greater results! Telebucker been tested by professional
bluesman, who typically do not recognize anything except
the classic singles. As in the case of STRATOBUCKER™, TELEBUCKER™ is structurally humbucker in
the body of a “single coil”. TELEBUCKER™ sounds like a
real Tele® single coil, providing a full range of harmonics of
classic Telecaster® sound, but absolutely without noise!
We can not say that this is a complete copy of the classic Telecaster® sounds, but you can certainly speak of
closest approach and the new dimension of sound in full
compliance
with the original
frequency
range
of Telecaster®.
TELEBUCKER™ is designed so, that it can be mounted
in standard plates without making any changes to the guitar.
Pickups is available as a Neck and Bridge. The difference is
in the structure and electrical performance.

Powerful, balanced and selective /Tele with more middle.

Powerful, selective and beautiful /Tele with more presence.

Tele sounding with more middle and Punch for Danny
Gatton fans.

BRIDGE & NECK PU with ”DUAL TONE SYSTEM”

TBFR-N

TBDT+

TBRN-N

Vintage

Blues

SB-90

Vintage power, more harmonics, very selective.

Texas Power, more harmonics,
very selective.

P-90 like, more harmonics,
very selective.

TBV-N

TBB-N

TB-90

Dual Tone sounding Neck pickups

Lead Dual Tone sounding pickups

TELEBUCKER™ Bridge and TELEBUCKER™ NECK
DUAL TONE is made using unique sound modeling
technology
”APG
Dual
Tone modeling technology.” This allows for a double sound, switched with Mini Switch or Push-Pull. The
pickup has the Single Coil TWANGY TELE and Power
Humbucker MODE.
In both modes –
ZERO noise! The pickup is equipped with 4conductor shielded cable which sued to obtain all possible modes of operation [Serial or Parallel].

Lead Dual Tone Vintage

Lead Dual Tone Plus

Lead FULL RAILS DT

AP G UITA RS CUSTO M S HOP

Warm and Power / Tele
Vintage.

Powerful and selective with
more middle response /Twang
master with more punch.

Very Powerful, balanced and
selective /Tele bridge sound
with more middle.

LDT-V

LDT+

LDT-FR
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